evshare
Decentralized Power-Transportation
EVShare is the simpler, sustainable way to move people, goods and power.
EVShare disrupts transportation and energy sectors for the 21st Century through the sharing
economy, dynamically distributed energy system and decentralized Blockchain technology.
EVShare utilizes a blockchain system we call “Decentralized Power Transportation.” Clean
power is generated by many sources throughout the community - such as rooftop solar grids or
wind farms - then collected and transported simultaneously with transit passengers and goods
on vehicles, powered by high-density Lithium Ion batteries, which double as storage devices,
forming a dynamic, ever moving, energy network.
EVShare uses connected, electric, autonomous, shared vehicles developed exclusively to
enable ultra energy-efficient green ridesharing and clean energy transport. This MaaS (Mobility
as a Service) transit ridesharing system can be hailed by passengers with one click from their
smartphone and the EVShare app.
EVShare forms a technology ecosystem which facilitates the seamless flow of value, in the form
of currency, energy and services, between various actors in diverse markets. This system is
itself an open and auditable governance framework which empowers the community to
manage the platform as well as all participants to make use of it - through rides, providing
services and trading energy.
The EVShare platform integrates all its participants - vehicles, charging stations, energy
producers, riders and the community - via a secure blockchain-based system comprised of
series of Dapps (web3 Distributed Apps). Every transaction - such as trades of energy between
vehicles and battery stations, or individuals paying vehicles for a ride - is handled by smart
contracts, leveraging the security, transparency and reliability of the blockchain.
Through this ingenious method, clean power can be distributed, traded and shared in a secure
fashion. EVShare creates a mobile “Internet of energy” to transport mobile power on highways
and roads - instead of inefficient and expensive land-bound power wires and transformers which can be deployed virtually anywhere, without requiring costly and time consuming
infrastructure to be installed.

Our Partners
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WHY WE NEED EVShare:
Decentralized power
transportation
There are more than one billion internal combustion motor vehicles are in the world
today. More than 100 million are added to the planet’s roads every year [1]. This trend is
not sustainable.
 85% of the time, these vehicles are transporting just one passenger. And 90%
of the time, on average, they are not even being used - they’re parked[2]. As a
result of this glut of many single passenger gas-guzzing vehicles, air pollution is
deadly in 91% of the cities in the world. And 92% of the cities on Earth have
intense gridlock traffic.
 There are more than seven million deaths per year due to air pollution[3] and
vehicle travel is a chief contributor to that fatal fact. In addition, more than 1.5
million people die every year globally in vehicle accidents-mostly caused by
human error[4].
 Above all, CO2 emissions, largely from electricity generated by natural gas and
coal, threaten our very existence on Earth and are one of the primary causes of
global warming.
 In addition to the human lives lost, a recent World Health Organization report
shows the associated cost for air pollution exceeds $5 trillion per year.
 The Kyoto Protocol Climate Change treaty has thus far failed to curb carbon
emissions - so has the Paris Agreement. Governments and corporations have
proven to move far too slowly to implement these changes in time to make a
significant difference.
The current transportation system is broken. We cannot move ahead as a species
moving people and goods this way. If we are to survive on a healthy planet, we need
clean energy. We need to learn to share. We need EVShare.
It’s time to eliminate the single passenger, polluting internal-combustion engine
and learn how to move people and goods more sustainably - without creating traffic,
air pollution and carbon dioxide emissions.
EVShare is a new mass transportation system that dramatically reduces traffic, CO2
levels and can move people, goods and power, simply, sustainably -- and with comfort
and style.
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EVShare solves some current technological hurdles that now enable shared mass
transportation that is potentially solar/renewable-powered. By completely
reengineering the vehicles from chassis to interior to drivetrain, and the whole
concept of mass transit from a chore to a pleasant, productive, comfortable and
entertaining environment, EVShare’s vision is to make sharing more convenient,
cheaper, safer, pleasant, and fun - than driving alone.
Our ultimate vision is to use the newest technologies available to create a
transportation system for the 21st Century. Our goal is transit that is highly energyefficient, as close to “zero carbon” as possible and can be installed very rapidly without requiring costly and time consuming infrastructure to be installed -- a “Plug
and Play” transit system that can be dropped into any community that has decent
roads and some existing energy resources.
Think of EVShare as the mass transit version of the cellphone, which are deployable
anywhere with minimal infrastructure, and have rapidly transformed and brought
economic opportunity to developing nations and rural areas.

The EVShare Autonomous Urban Shuttle is just one of our highly energy-efficient and
aerodynamic EV mass transit vehicles.
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EVShare has completely redesigned the concept of mass transit for the 21st Century a highly energy-efficient, self-organizing, robotic/autonomous shared mass
transportation system.
More convenient, comfortable - and fun.
Virgin Airways revolutionized air travel by making it more entertaining and
comfortable. Southwest Airlines made air travel as flexible and convenient as jumping
on a bus. Apps like Priceline made air travel significantly cheaper and easier to book
your own flight.
What if the same efficiencies could be applied to mass transit on land?
Conventional mass transportation has so far failed to replace the single passenger car
because mass transit is so inconvenient. Recent studies show that ridesharing services
like Lyft and Uber, while certainly more comfortable and convenient than the bus or
train, have not been the answer to traffic congestion and air pollution either. That’s
because these ridesharing apps are proven to increase traffic congestion and add
more empty cars to the road[5]. EVShare directly addresses this problem by combining
this solutions into a revolutionary public transport carpooling service.

Transportation is a basic human right.
We also believe that transportation is a basic human right. In addition to making
transportation significantly less expensive, EVShare will provide a way for people who
are looking for a job to be able to support the ecosystem in exchange for transit.
EVShare’s “EVS” tokens can also create a “credit line” for those seeking employment.
Validated unemployed people will be able to use the ridesharing service “on credit”
and pay EVShare back-in tokens at a later date, when they gain employment, in a
facilitated monthly payment.
Once this is accomplished, we believe that drivers will willingly give up solo vehicles to
“EVShare.”

How it works: The technology behind EVShare
EVShare integrates new technologies to create a sustainable “MaaS Transit” (Mobility
as a Service) system using Electric, Shared, Connected and Autonomous vehicles
transparently managed with Blockchain technology and smart contracts.
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EVShare’s MaaS transit system is made possible with extremely energy-efficient
Electric Vehicles (EVs) developed specifically for the rigors of daily, multi-passenger
ride-sharing.

EVShare vehicles--such as these designed by core EVShare partner Bravo Motor Company-will help eliminate single-driver vehicles by making ridesharing easier, affordable, more
comfortable and more enjoyable than driving alone.
Rides on EVShare vehicles can be booked via EVShare's ridesharing app (much like
Uber). Each trip will be optimized for maximizing ridesharing along the route -- as well
as redistributing energy between charging stations.
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Unlike ridesharing apps like UBER, EVShare’s app, based on the proven Green Commuter
app, has been developed specifically to optimize energy usage.
As these connected, autonomous, (robotic) EVShare vehicles transport passengers and
goods on daily commutes from outlying suburban and rural areas towards urban
centers and back again - they simultaneously collect clean energy where it is
wasted. The vehicles share energy among each other intelligently. Then the vehicles
distribute energy where needed - to other vehicles, or back into the community
electric grid.
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Dynamic, Modular Deployment

The EVShare system can be implemented rapidly and less expensively than traditional
mass transit systems because it does not require extensive new land-based infrastructure
to be built.
EVShare’s vehicle-based energy storage and delivery system will enhance the old
20th-century, powerline-based, centralized energy distribution system with a new,
mobile, connected, wireless energy distribution system. Eventually EVShare will
also transition to completely solar/renewable energy sources.
This
disruptive
transition
is
analogous to the shift we
experienced when old, line-based
landline
telephones
were
eventually replaced by modular,
cellular telephone networks, or old,
Ethernet-based wired internet was
replaced with WiFi.
Most importantly, EVShare transit
systems do not require building
infrastructure or buying land.
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EVShare transit can be implemented in virtually any community to solve local and
specific needs. For example, to make long commutes more affordable and productive,
reduce local congestion or find greener ways to move goods and power.
The vehicles are powered by renewable energy resources, mainly local DER
(Distributed Energy Resources). Electric, Shared Connected and Autonomous fleets of
EVShare vehicles create a decentralized system that transports both passengers and
energy. We call this method Decentralized Power Transportation.

EVShare Foundation
EVShare Foundation is a coalition of five mature technology companies that have
joined together to combine their technologies in order to enable this mass transit
service to be powered by distributed, community-generated alternative power sources
- such as solar and wind energy.

Each EVShare partner brings expertise and capability in key
areas of the ecosystem:






Autonomous electric vehicle design - Bravo Motor Company.
Power grid integration - ReThink Energy.
Ridesharing app development and fleet management - Green Commuter.
Advanced battery storage - California Lithium Battery.
Blockchain integration - RSK Labs.

Bravo Motor
Company.
Autonomous Electric
Vehicle Manufacturer.
Designs vehicles
specifically for
multipassenger
ridesharing.
Integrates partner
technologies.

ReThink Energy.
Advanced Local
Energy Networks.
Integrated
distributed Energy
Resources. Traces
electrons into and
out of the system.

Green Commuter.
Electric Vehicle Ride
Sharing App. Green
Commuter supplies
the app and fleet
operational support.
GreenCommuter.org

California Lithium
Battery. A new
vehicle battery
technology that has
twice the capacity at
half the cost of other
batteries. Supplying
all batteries for
EVShare vehicles.

RethinkEnergy.co
CLBattery.com

Bravo Motor
Company.com
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RSK Labs. First opensource smart contract
platform over Bitcoin
security. Provides EVS
token technology.
RSK.co

Solving the charging problem

Recharging and range problems have thus far limited EVs (Electric Vehicles). Until
now, EVs were reliant on stationary, land-based, hard-wired power charging stations
and limited battery pack capacity.
This created two problems: range anxiety (a driver’s fear that they will not be able to
complete a trip due to lack of energy) and the recharging problem (long waits to
recharge the battery). However, creating an infrastructure for more frequent charging
or faster charging is extremely difficult and expensive.
For example, on May 31, 2018, utility companies in the State of California utilities
announced that they will invest nearly $768 million to expand a network of charging
stations and other infrastructure for electric vehicles as the state moves toward a goal
of 5 million zero-emission cars on the roads by 2030. In May, the California Energy
Commission also mandated rooftop solar PV installations on all new residential
buildings built from 2020 onwards.
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EVShare requires ZERO fixed charging stations and can be installed much faster
AND more affordably as communities transition to Electric Vehicles and solar
energy.
EVShare solves the charging problem with a fleet of connected, robotic battery truckbased mobile charging stations that autonomously meet up with EVShare ridesharing
vehicles to “smart recharge” them.
These stations also act as energy storage systems to serve the grid, rather storing
unused renewable energy or delivering it back when energy is highly demanded. The
fleet of ride-sharing vehicles also helps optimize energy distribution by moving
surplus energy as the charging station travels. In this way, both mobile charging
stations and the fleet of robotic, connected vehicles are an evolving self-organizing
energy network, which will maximize energy usage and minimize cost and waste.
This is possible by putting together the following technologies:
 High-density Silicon Composite Anode Lithium ion batteries.
 Very efficient mobile app carpooling that picks up riders along a route and
optimizes vehicle energy usage during the route.
 Smart IoT energy nodes.
 Artificial intelligence for route planning and energy distribution optimization.
 Dapps built on top of the RSK Blockchain for secure, autonomous and
transparent transactions.
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TRACTION: AGREEMENTS IN PLACE
EVShare’s consortium of established leaders
The EVShare ecosystem brings technological and business leaders together for a
unified cause. Each member is already an experienced leader in their own space:

Bravo Motor Company has been designing vehicles for 9 years, including three vehicles
engineered specifically for the rigors of multipassenger ridesharing.
Bravo Motor Company, our partner for vehicle design and manufacturing, brings the
experience of having already developed five vehicle platforms (three of which were
designed specially for the ride-sharing industry) and has won awards for innovation
and transportation competitions around the world. Partnership agreements are
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already in place to manufacture these vehicles with Giant Motors of Hidalgo, Mexico
and to utilize a world-class autonomous vehicle operating system.
ReThink Energy, our partner in energy management within the EVShare ecosystem, is
a leader in developing technology that traces electrons from generation, to storage
and use, making possible the enhancement of positive energy communities that
integrate distributed energy resources (DERs). In other words, not every house or
office has a rooftop solar energy system yet. ReThink Energy connects all of these
distributed “nanogrids” into a connected grid - facilitated by the EVShare app’s energy
management abilities and the connected vehicles.
California Lithium Battery helps us to have better energy storage systems available,
with battery cells that have twice the density at half the cost. CLB has won many
awards, the European Commission Horizon 2020 Competition “Seal of Excellence,” and
is selected for the TechConnect National Innovation Award. The European
Commission awarded the CalBattery technology with a “Seal of Excellence” in 2016,
and the German government has offered to financially assist CalBattery in establishing
a SiCAM production facility in Germany providing 40% of the funding for the facility.
Green Commuter, our mobile app
partner, has successfully launched EV
vanpool services in Los Angeles, CA
and Chattanooga, TN utilizing EVs
such as Teslas. It is the first and only
100% electric van pool in the USA, as
well as one of the grand champions in
the installation of EV Charging
infrastructure in California. Their
experience in fleet management and
operations is vital to the healthy
expansion of EVShare.
RSK Labs, our blockchain partner, is an evolution of QixCoin, a Turing-complete
cryptocurrency created in 2013 by the same development team. Hailed as “smarter
Bitcoin” or the next Ethereum, RSK provides an improved payment experience with
near instant confirmations.
University of California Merced Venture Lab has an alliance with EVShare to provide
R&D capability and a collaborative environment to tackle different aspects of
EVShare’s development.
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First EVShare pilot program in
Central Valley/Bay area California
Upon funding, Bravo Motor Company - our core partner - will start an EVShare
community pilot transportation system on the busy 580 corridor between California
Central Valley and the San Francisco Bay Area.
Bravo Motor Company infrastructure is in place, including tax agreements approved by
the local government, a lease on a 60-acre facility for manufacturing, and support from
the University of California Merced Venture Lab to collaborate on R&D.
More than 500,000 people make this “mega commute” every day, spending, an
average, more than $1,000 dollars per month and losing between three to four hours
every day in gridlock traffic. This is a perfect test case. Over time, we will roll out
EVShare, one region at a time, globally.

EVShare’s first pilot program will be along the 580 corridor from California’s Central
Valley to San Francisco Bay Area. Over 500,000 commuters/day experience the thirdworst traffic gridlock in California.
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Context
Solving the energy storage and management problem.

Energy distribution systems around the world are outdated and broken.
The energy distribution systems throughout the globe are in serious need of overhaul
and updating to meet the needs of a growing population increasingly dependent on
electricity. In order to convert from oil-based power generation to renewable energy
resources, the old grid needs an overhaul -- innovative new systems that enable the
grid to store energy during the peak energy creation times, manage energy during
peak energy usage times in a more stable and reliable way.
In order to accomplish these objectives, one of the key shortfalls is in energy storage.
The state of California has mandated that by 2020, the state’s utilities are required to
add 1.3 gigawatts of energy storage to their grids. Yet very little has been done up
until now.
Electric Vehicles are seen as a source of energy storage capabilities. The challenge is
grid connectivity and bi-directional charging infrastructure.
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When it comes to transportation and usage of resources, figures are not much
better.
Under the current model of individual car ownership, about 90% of vehicles are used
by only one person -- and parked 90% of the time. This ends up being costly not only
per mile, but to the environment as a whole - creating more traffic gridlock and
pollution.
Public transport can’t catch up to the growth of passengers overcrowding vehicles in
rush hours, yet mass transit vehicles run around virtually empty for the rest of the day.
They waste massive amount of energy at non peak hours to move less people.

The Sharing Economy SOLUTION
Obviously, the world is in desperate need of better options for energy distribution and
transportation. The sharing economy might provide an answer.
"The assortment of behaviours (and organizations) that many of us call the 'sharing
economy' are early instances of a future in which peer-to-peer exchange becomes
increasingly prevalent, and the 'crowd' replaces the corporations at the center of
capitalism. A radical shift in underway."
- Arun Sundararajan, Professor at the NYU Stern School of Business
The “Shared Economy” refers to a hybrid market model of a peer-to-peer exchanges.
With the Sharing Economy model, transactions are usually facilitated via communitybased online services and represent methods of using or ‘sharing” goods and services
that would normally be unaffordable to most people to own themselves.
Uber and AirBnB are two successful examples of how the Sharing Economy works and
is monetized. Blockchain, through its transparency and traceability, takes the Sharing
Economy to a higher unprecedented level, making the cost of operations and
transactions low and fast, bringing exponential growth opportunities.
“The social change of people preferring access to ownership…bring massive economic
and social changes to business and society, the implications of which [are] only beginning
to be glimpsed.”
- Jeremy Rifkin, The Zero Marginal Cost Society
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Mobility as a Service (MAAS) TRANSIT
Mobility-as-a-Service (MaaS), also known as Transportation-as-a-Service (TaaS),
describes a shift away from personally-owned modes of transportation and towards
mobility solutions that are consumed as a service (similar to the shift in the early
2000s when software, enabled by the Internet, transitioned from an ownership model
to a shared service model, Software as a Service - SaaS). In EVShare MaaS this is
enabled by providing transportation and energy management services through a
smartphone-based app platform that creates and manages the trips.
The key concept behind MaaS is to offer travelers a service that can be tailored via the
app to their exact needs -- rather than waiting for a scheduled route. MaaS is limited to
individual mobility; EVShare takes the MaaS concept even further, to also manage
delivery of goods and energy.
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EVShare fleets are composed of a fleet of Electric, Shared, Connected and
Autonomous vehicles; acting as a continually self-optimized and mobile constellation,
formed by moving energy storage/ Charging Stations, Vanpool, delivery vans and
mixed use units. This is only possible by using connected, autonomous, robotic vehicles
that can continually share data and energy in order to optimize both traffic and energy
flow.
EVShare is not a power company-and not trying to be a utility. However, because
ESharevehicles are specifically designed to store, manage, share and transport energy
(in high energy density batteries), they can augment existing community power
sources. EVShare vehicles can serve as a bridge between today's mixed renewableconventional energy matrix and a positive renewable energy community by helping to
manage energy transportation and flow.
Just as importantly, by being able to store energy, the vehicles allow EVShare to help
communities conserve and re-gain lost power; power that would otherwise be lost in
transit. Right now, not enough storage is available. This is because not enough storage
is available to store the excess energy produced by solar, wind and other renewable
energy sources. Some studies estimate as much as 30% of currently generated
power is lost because of lack of battery storage. EVShare can help reduce the level
of lost power and optimize power use.
EVShare can store energy that would otherwise be lost. The EVShare moving energy
storage/charging station can be delivered to locations without exceeding energy or
loss. During important voltage variation periods, batteries can be picked up by our etruck side-lifters and delivered to EVShare vehicles. This transforms EVShare
infrastructure into a high potential platform enhancing and supplementing or
regulating the entire region’s transportation and energy ecosystem.
EVShare is disruptive -- and decentralized. EVShare is a mobile transit and energy
system that can “drop into” a city and immediately make a difference -- with no lost
time to create physical infrastructure. Conventional charging stations and transit
services require land purchasing or landlords, bus stops, train stations, signage,
agreements, permitting, construction, etc.
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The EVShare approach to MaaS
EVShare is a transparent, responsible, fair and green mobility solution. With
experience in the Mobility sector over the last 10 years, EVShare will operate a
proprietary green fleet to provide a green mobility transit service that can be
integrated into existing conventional public transport or other ride-sharing services
when they adopt zero emission goals.

Distributed, Decentralized Power Transportation.
EVShare will own and operate a fleet of electric, Shared, connected and
autonomous vehicles which will behave as a “dynamic swarm” in the city,
communicating with each other, and responding to energy grid demand (store or
deliver). Autonomous development is reliant on local legislation that permits
autonomous vehicles. According to the National Conference of State Legislatures, 33
US states have introduced self-driving legislation as of 2017. EVShare vehicles will
communicate with surrounding peers and perform automated machine to machine
transactions via Blockchain smart contracts.
EVShare will be running a non-profit mobility service. Depending on the jurisdiction,
the service may require a public license. The service is provided at cost basis plus a
Growth Fee also contemplating a fair compensation to those participants driving when
needed.
EVShare is a not for-profit organization co-managed by the communities themselves
through Governance features in the DAPP.
The communities have the right to make their voice heard by voting on, for example:
 Served routes, the level of growth fee their communities should pay (e.g. 8, 12,
16 or 20%) how they want funds to be utilized (locally or shared with other
communities in the country or locations abroad).
 The priority list of communities to expand infrastructure locally and
internationally and more to come.
The platform will continuously seek to know more about participants preferences and
improve the service accordingly.
Eventually EVS aims to become the local market standard for mobility.
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EVShare physically transports power where needed.

EVShare Mobile Energy Storage and Charging Stations are robotic, autonomous EV trucks
that communicate with EVShare vehicles and “meet up” with them to collect excess
power during peak generation times - or supply energy when vehicles need recharging.
Thus, significantly less land, wires or physical infrastructure is needed to set up EVShare
MaaS transit systems.
The EVShare Charging Truck replaces conventional stationary EV charging stations. It
is a battery on an accordion-like autonomous truck that can intelligently “meet up
with” autonomous vehicles when they need recharging. The truck can expand to
enable the battery to quickly be swapped out for recharging.
EVShare’s method of MaaS - mobility and energy delivered as a service - can optimize
energy usage and distribution. This uses a network of dynamically moving robotic
autonomous storage batteries that source energy from local producers or the grid and
feed the vehicles wherever needed.
With EVShare, energy is stored and transported ingeniously both by autonomous,
connected mobile truck charging stations made of high energy density Lithium
batteries (which can be hot-swapped) as well as EVShare passenger fleets, as they
transport commuters around the city to and from their jobs.
EVShare batteries retrieve energy generated as close as possible to where it is to be
consumed - minimizing the amount lost through wired transportation.
In the traditional grid model, energy generated from long distances needs to travel
through transmission lines, which increases costs and potential for energy loss.
According to a study published March 25th, 2013 by Schneider Electric, power losses in
old-fashioned hardwired energy transmission can range from 8-20%.
Other specialists talk about even twice that loss in overall transportation from
generation plants to end-use.
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How the eVShare Platform
Works
The EVShare platform is a technology ecosystem which facilitates the seamless flow of
value, in the form of currency, energy and services, between various actors in diverse
markets. This system is itself an open and auditable governance framework. This
empowers the community to manage the platform and make use of it - through rides,
providing services and trading energy.
The EVShare platform integrates participants - vehicles, charging stations, energy
producers, riders and the community - via a secure blockchain-based system comprised
of series of Dapps (web3 Distributed Apps) and a public API, which allows EVShare and
third party developers to produce apps or full custom enterprise solutions on top of
EVShare’s platform.
The system has been designed to be modular and is therefore flexible to scale, evolve
and react to any future technological improvements, regulatory changes or other
unforeseen changes that could impact the housing sector.
See the following page for an EVShare Platform diagram:
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We are developing the web applications based on Python and React:

These will be packaged in Docker containers and deployed by Kubernetes on Google
Cloud. This is to ensure a flexible and elastic system setup that can grow or shrink
depending on needs and usage.
Mobile applications are being developed in the following technologies:

And smart contracts on Solidity, Truffle and Zeppelin:

In the next section we will describe how each of the elements of the EVShare
technology ecosystem operates.
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Blockchain and smart contracts
Blockchain — the technology behind cryptocurrencies — is a sort of immutable digital
ledger that records and tracks every transaction executed in its network. Some of the
blockchain implementations provide their own kind of software called a "smart
contract", which allow the execution of code throughout the network and with no
need for a central party, thus providing the possibility of real decentralized and nonstoppable platforms.
The blockchain technology is central to EVShare's platform, as it allows the various
participants - e.g. vehicles, passengers, energy producers - to independently and
securely interact with each other via smart contracts.
In EVShare's platform, every transaction - e.g. booking and paying for a ride, buying
and selling energy - is handled by smart contracts and stored on the Blockchain layer,
where it instantly becomes visible to the whole network and can be audited by anyone.

At the basis of every interaction there will be EVS tokens, which are, in other words,
"cryptographic tokens", issued by a smart contract, transacted between participants
using highly secure cryptographic protocols, and stored in the distributed ledger.
Every transaction is validated by the blockchain network before being inserted in the
ledger. Energy, rides, services and everything else are negotiated and paid for in terms
of EVS tokens.
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In that way, the community can benefit from all the automation, security and
transparency that the Blockchain technology provides.
EVShare is being built on top of RSK
(previously Rootstock), sometimes
called “Smarter Bitcoin”, which is an
open-source platform hosting smart
contracts for the Bitcoin Network
akin to those first implemented by
Ethereum. RSK gives EVShare and
the EVS token a dramatically
improved payment experience with
near instant confirmations.

Smart meters - IoT
Energy power stations, batteries and other devices will interact with the platform via
smart meters connected to the blockchain. Energy trades and battery level updates
will be constantly transacted through smart contracts.
One of the members of EVShare’s coalition, ReThink Energy, already successfully uses
smart energy systems that integrate distributed energy resources (DERs) to balance
local needs while self-healing the distribution grid. They can operate either in
conjunction with the utility grid or, in “islanding mode” if there is grid interruption. For
EVShare platform, each resource is considered an individual and has an energy balance
sheet. Each DER location, each vehicle, each energy storage/charging station, each
person (through its smartphone) is considered an independent ID.
Through our partnership with ReThink Energy, EVShare’s platform will manage all the
information about the destination of energy in its ecosystem and exchanges between
IDs, creating a unique energy efficient, reliable, resilient and clean ecosystem.
EVShare’s platform will “know”
exactly who to receive energy
from, and who to deliver it to -enabling the robotic, interconnected vehicle fleets to
efficiently assist local energy
generation,
storage,
transportation and use in the local
distributed energy grid.
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100% renewable energy is only possible if you have energy storage - and storage is
very expensive. Traditional centralized storage means the energy needs to travel on
wires to be stored, but it’s much different if that storage is located in the batteries of
vehicles that are moving around, or in trucks, as they move according to demand and
also has their amortization distributed among other uses than just being seated to
interact with the grid,as moving cargo or people.
Artificial Intelligence data helps ReThink Energy manage energy back and forth as
needed, or move the energy storage infrastructure as needed. This system enables
collecting and aggregating enough energy that is 100% renewable. With EVShare,
renewable energy finally makes sense economically and can be aggregated in
sufficient quantities and reliably enough to power mass transit.

Mobile carpooling app
EVShare will use Green Commuter’s
Uber-like mobile app for ridesharing as
backend. Participants can use EVShare
app (Frontend) to share electric
vehicles and maximize their miles,
rather than commuter vans just parked
most of the day.
Green Commuter produced the first
100% electric vanpool in the USA and
previously partnered with Tesla. Green
Commuter’s
already
proven
technology, and fully working mobile
app, will be extended to interact with
the smart contracts on the RSK
blockchain.
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The Green Commuter/EVShare Mobile App for hailing a ride - and aggregating energy
efficient ridesharing carpools.

EVS Dapp
Fully integrated with the carpooling
mobile app, as well as built in the IoT
devices - vehicles and battery station
/ producers meters - the EVS Dapp
connects the participants to the
blockchain, providing their proofs of
identity and executing all the
required transactions. The EVS Dapp
makes it easy to execute payments,
plan trips and more, all in a secure
fashion.
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On board integrated computers
EVShare vehicles will be equipped with two computational systems: one exclusively
dedicated for the autonomous driving (on self-driving vehicles), and another to handle
the interactions with the participants and the Blockchain as well as with other vehicles,
to perform tasks as such:






Autonomously trade energy with the battery stations.
Receive and respond to booking requests.
Issue payment orders and receive payments.
Send and receive traffic information and routing directions.
Update the platform with all sorts environmental data, such as air pollution
measurements, temperature, noise, precipitation, and so on.

Some of this data has a direct impact on the platform usage, while some of it has great
analytical value to EVShare as well as third-party participants developing solutions
through the API.

Public API
Aiming to form the basis for a whole ecosystem to flourish, EVShare’s platform will
provide a public API (Application Programming Interface) which third party developers
will be able to consume in order to create and build solutions and applications on top
of EVShare’s data and smart contracts.
From data aggregation, to reporting, content, new services and other applications we
can’t even imagine yet, the API will be the entry point for a whole world of solutions.

Community driven governance platform
At the core of EVShare's solution is the blockchain based community driven
governance platform. Through secure and transparent proposals and voting
mechanisms, members will be able to provide direction and guidance to EVShare's
foundation projects - both on their local community as to the whole of EVShare - e.g.
raising issues for improvement, voting on next locations to deploy EVShare or how to
re-invest the tokens.
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The eVS Token Ecosystem
The EVS token is a blockchain-based cryptographic token built to enable a
decentralized sharing economy, with the purpose of creating a zero-emissions mass
transit system, giving a green city back to the community.
The token is backed by a growing economy consisting of the following main elements:






Autonomous electric vehicle mass transit system.
Distributed Energy Resources (Local Renewable Energy generation).
Moving Charging/Energy Storage Stations.
Peer-to-peer decentralized communications networks.
Local communities.
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The EVS token will be created on the RSK Blockchain.
RSK, formerly known as Rootstock, is the first open-source smart contract platform
with a 2-way peg to Bitcoin that also rewards the Bitcoin miners via merge-mining,
allowing them to actively participate in the Smart Contract revolution. RSK goal is to
add value and functionality to the Bitcoin ecosystem by enabling smart-contracts, near
instant payments and higher-scalability.
As a fundamental piece of the EVShare network, the EVS token can have multiple
usages, such as:

A payment and medium-of-exchange token for the users
The EVS tokens are necessary to pay for the mobility service chosen by the user - e.g. a
car ride or delivery - the energy trades between the various parties - e.g. vehicles and
battery trucks, or battery truck and energy providers, personal services between
participants, etc.

A service token
 Each service provider has to stake EVS token to be able to perform services on
the EVShare network. The EVS token is used to reward services that are well
performed in the EVShare ecosystem.
 The staked tokens also minimize bad behaviours as a satisfactory provision of
service is required for the token to be returned.
 Consistent good service is rewarded. Participants contributing to keep
EVShare's ecosystem up and running will be compensated in EVS tokens. The
possible contributions to the EVShare's platform include, for example:
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢

Driving for the benefit of EVShare's commuters.
Operating as a Logistic Assistant, managing and supervising the collection and
delivery of goods, feeding the system with critical information, driving
passengers if needed, etc.
Picking up and accompanying a disabled or elderly passenger.
Managing, maintaining, repairing or cleaning the vehicle fleet.
Providing services on EVShare vehicles - such as coffee, lunch, snacks, on board
massages, beauty services. We imagine there will be services that have never
been done before, such as always happens in the sharing economy mod.
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 Participants will be compensated for sharing their mobility data - which can be
consumed by third party developers via EVShare's public API.

A Community Token
EVShare's platform will incorporate a community CraigList-type listing service and
products exchange section in which people can opt to make payments with EVS
Tokens.

A governance token
EVS token holders will be allowed to vote on expansion locations and other EVShare
initiatives regarding investments in the local EVShare's transport system or
redeployed to support EVShare's mobility services in other locations.

A network adoption and coordination mechanism
The EVS token incentivizes a large network participation. It also aligns the incentives
of the various stakeholders in the mobility value chain. Among various stakeholders,
behaviours maximizing a seamless mobility experience for users are rewarded with
EVS tokens. Owner and users are incentivized to coordinate and work together for the
long-term health of the EVShare's network.
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EVShare Coalition
Strategic alliances enable us collectively to share ideas and resources to make EVShare
possible.

Bravo Motor Company - Autonomous Electric Vehicle
Manufacturer
Bravo Motor Company is an innovative transportation and clean energy manufacturer
and electric autonomous vehicle design firm, with the mission of supplying the world
with clean, sustainable ways of moving people and goods.
Website: www.bravomotorcompany.com
Founded: 2008
Team: 25 people
Achievements: Developed five vehicle platforms-three of which were designed
especially for ride sharing industry, its total focus for the last 8 years. Finalist and
prized in innovation and transportation competitions around the world.
Partnerships: Metalcrafters, Saertex, UC Merced Venture Lab, KAM New Energy
(China), California Lithium Battery, Space AI, Kalray, WAVE (Induction Charging),
AutonomousStuff.
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Awards: Spark Awards in Transportation Finalists http://www.sparkawards.com/entrytypes/spark-transport/, GAMIC - Global Automotive & Mobility Challenge Semifinalists
https://gamicevent.org/
Capital Raised: $9 million from more than 700 devoted participants.
Headquarters: Merced, California USA.
Founded in a garage in Buenos Aires,
Argentina, with a small tight knit
international high class team that is
almost like a family, Bravo Motor
Company has already proven it can
develop electric vehicles from design
to prototype in less than 18 months
and has successfully prototyped two
working EV vehicles, one being the
first pre-series of EV in Latin America.
Bravo also has a multi-purpose
autonomous
ridesharing
vehicles
already designed - the BET-1 can be a
40’ bus, a smaller van, a Delivery truck
or a 40’ truck.
As far as we know, BMC has the only
EVs in the industry designed
exclusively for the rigors of heavy
duty,
constant,
autonomous
ridesharing. The company has also
designed the RoadOn, an electric 2
seater for last mile solutions and the
A!PA,
an
electric
drive
taxi/ridesharing/delivery vehicle.
Bravo Motor Company makes autonomous EVs that are simple, beautiful, efficient,
comfortable, clean, charming and above all, fun to ride.
Bravo Motor Company is the capstone relationship for EVShare. Bravo Motor
Company and EVShare gain mutual inspiration from each other. It was the relationship
and discussions and work between the Bravo Motor Company team and the other
companies part of the alliance that led to the development of EVShare.
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Green Commuter - Electric Vehicle Sharing App
An all-electric car sharing service, Green Commuter has developed its own Uber-like
mobile app which will be used by EVShare. Green Commuter app technology is a key
component of the overall EVShare Ecosystem that enables ride-sharing vehicles to
exceed the low utilization they currently perform under.
Website: www.greencommuter.org
Founded: 2014
CEO: Gustavo Occhiuzzo.
Achievements: Launched the first
100% electric van pool service in
the US using Tesla Model X vans in
Los Angeles and a car sharing service in Chattanooga, TN, prized to be a Climate
Change Champion. Also contributes to the charging infrastructure across California
state, having achieved 8+ million in grants from different State and Federal agencies.
Partnerships: Tesla, Los Angeles Cleantech Incubator.
Headquarters: Los Angeles, California.
EVShare will use Green Commuter’s Uber-like mobile app backend with a proprietary
front-end for ridesharing. Participants can use this app to share electric vehicles and
maximize their miles, rather than commuter vans just parked most of the day.
Green Commuter produced the first 100% electric vanpool in the USA. Green
Commuter partnered with Tesla so Green Commuter customers can unlock and
manage vehicles with the app. This is very important for EVShare because with Green
Commuter’s already proven
technology, we can save
time and capital and use
their invaluable experience
in managing fleets as an
enhancement
to
the
development of our own
operations.
EVShare will be able to
efficiently match commuters
with vehicles, utilizing
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Blockchain technology already implemented in Green Commuter apps. We will also
gain from their expertise in fleet management, grant solicitation, vehicle insurance,
and charging infrastructure deployment.

ReThink Energy - Advanced Local Energy Networks
ReThink Energy designs, finances, develops and manages Positive Energy
Communities, providing members with disruptive and innovative energy services with
alternative sources of revenue derived from grid services and carbon credits powered
and informed by Blockchain technology. As a main technology, ReThink Energy uses
smart energy systems that integrate distributed energy resources (DERs) to balance
local needs while self-healing the distribution grid. They can operate either in
conjunction with the utility grid or, in “islanding mode” if there is grid interruption.
ReThink Energy technology enables the EVShare overall solution, to trace, direct and
balance all the electrons circulating in its ecosystem, minimizing losses, bringing
efficiency and transparency to all parties.
Founded: 2017
Director and Co Founder: Felipe Cano.
Headquarters: Los Angeles, California.
ReThink Energy technology allows the EVShare Blockchain to efficiently manage the
energy use and exchange between participants and vehicles, creating a unique energy
ecosystem. We know exactly who we receive energy from - and who we deliver the
energy to. This enables the vehicle fleets to efficiently assist local energy generation
and use in the local energy grid.
100% renewable energy is only possible if you have energy storage - and storage is
very expensive. Traditional centralized storage is limited and inefficient.
But it’s much different if that storage is located in the batteries that are moving
around and much more efficient if they are used for different purposes as also
charging vehicles or remote specific peak demand. Artificial Intelligence data helps
EVShare, using ReThink Energy technology, to manage energy back and forth as
needed, or move energy storage infrastructure as needed. This system enables energy
that is 100% renewable and it finally makes sense economically.
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California Lithium Battery
Ultra high density battery storage
Website: www.clbattery.com
Founded: 2011
Team: Phillip Roberts, Chief Executive Officer and Co-Founder.
Dr. Junbing Yang, President, CTO, Co-founder (Former director of the Argonne
National Laboratory from the US Department of energy
Awards: European Commission Horizon 2020 Competition “Seal of Excellence”,
Selected For TechConnect National Innovation Award. Mr. Roberts was chosen as CV
Magazine’s California CEO of the Year (2017), INC magazine’s “Top Fifty Green
Entrepreneurs” and named “California Businessman of the Year” by the National
Business Council.
Funding: The European Commission awarded the CalBattery technology with a “Seal
of Excellence” in 2016, and the German government has offered to financially assist
CalBattery in establishing a SiCAM production facility in Germany.
Because of this award and their belief that Bravo Motor Company and EVShare are on
the right track, the German Government is providing 40% of the funding for the
facility.
Partnerships: Argonne National Lab, Hemlock Semiconductor (Dow affiliate), and
ArqBravo Group.
Operational Headquarters: Los Angeles, California, London, England and Shanghai,
China.
To meet the ever-increasing demand for batteries with greater energy density and
storage capacity, CalBattery recently developed a high-capacity lithium battery out of
Silicon-Composite Anode Material (SiCAM), offering battery capacity three to four
times greater than ever before possible. This enables batteries with 2½ times the
density at half the cost.
This partnership means EVShare vehicles will not only have higher capacity batteries
than other autonomous and electric vehicles, this enables EVShare vehicles to become
rolling power storage devices-saving communities the expense of buying storage-only
batteries. Production battery plants will be constructed by Bravo Motor Company for
EVShare vehicles.
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EVShare - in conjunction with Bravo
Motor Company and California
Lithium Battery - will make this
silicon anode material available to
battery manufacturers in the EU as a
way of contributing to the
expansion of electric vehicles and
renewable energy faster adoption
globally. Battery OEMs are delaying
the use of these type of
technologies preventing the society
from the benefits of a cleaner air
and a healthier environment.

RSK LABS - Blockchain and Payments Ecosystem
RSK is an evolution of QixCoin, a Turing-complete cryptocurrency created back in 2013
by the same development team. Hailed as “smarter Bitcoin” or the next Ethereum, RSK
provides an improved payment experience with near instant confirmations. RSK can
scale far beyond Bitcoin in its current state.
A RSK payment requires a fifth of the size of a standard Bitcoin payment, and the
block payload per time interval is 8 times
higher than in Bitcoin.
Website: www.rsk.co
Founded: 2015
Founders: Diego Gutierrez Zaldívar Chief
Executive Officer, Sergio Lerner, Chief
Scientist Officer.
Partnerships: EVShare, Bitcointoyou, Bitex, Bitfinex, bitFlyer, Bitgo, Bitoasis, Bitpay,
Bitso, Bits of Gold, Bitstamp, Blockchain, Blockchain Intelligence Group, Blocktrail,
BTCC, BitKan, JAXX, SurBTC, CoinBR, Huobi, OKCoin, Paycase, Tether, Unocoin, and
Xapo.
Operational Headquarters: Ciudad Autónoma de Buenos Aires, Argentina.
By partnering with RSK Labs, and building our app and token on the RSK blockchain,
EVShare will have faster, leaner and more universally transferable transactions.
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RSK is an open-source platform hosting smart contracts for the Bitcoin Network akin
to those first implemented by Ethereum. RSK gives EVShare and the EVS token a
dramatically improved payment experience with near instant confirmations.
RSK essentially now gives Bitcoin the ability to be a platform for building and
distributing services - akin to Ethereum, but faster and more scalable.

The major complaints with Bitcoin are the sluggishness of confirmation and high price
of transacting on the network. RSK seeks to overcome these concerns by processing
400 transactions per second. Plans are already in the works to eventually expand that
capacity to 2,000 transactions per second by incorporating Lumino, a system designed
to compete with Bitcoin's Lightning Network in terms of speed.
RSK Labs founders believe, along with EVShare, that decentralized blockchains with
smart contract capabilities will be the driving force behind global financial inclusion,
new democratic political systems and the Internet of Things.
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Roadmap & Milestones
The partners that have formed a “Consortium of leaders” to make EVShare’s vision an
immediate reality have been successfully developing real world solutions for years.
The future plans laid out below are a continuation and furtherance of the partners’
individual successful track record.

Q1, 2019: Our first pilot program will help reduce traffic congestion from the Central
Valley, CA to Silicon Valley, CA - the third worst traffic in the state - by providing
electric, self-driving ride-sharing vans.
Q1, 2019: Our EV ridesharing bus line will launch in Los Angeles, CA. in alliance with
ReThink Energy and The Energy Coalition.
Q4, 2019: We have an agreement to develop a “Smart City” or “City of the Future” in
UNAM, Mexico City, demonstrating what a 100% clean-energy city looks like.
Q1, 2020: EVShare will launch in Barcelona Gibraltar and Sweden.
This Roadmap can be dramatically changed and accelerated depending on the
availability of funds and the success of the Token Sale.
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Our Global Team
The EVShare team has international diversity and management expertise in
sustainability, clean technologies, and Blockchain-based businesses.
Miguel Angel R. Bravo, Chairman of Bravo Motor
Company and Protector of EVShare Foundation

“Architect Bravo is one of the most innovative men
we have in our country, Argentina” - Argentinean
Science, Technology and Productive Innovation
Ministry, Lino Barañao.
Professor, Architect, Researcher, Inventor.
Founder and Chairman of Bravo Motor Company and
ArqBravo Group (California), formed by more than
750 investors and entrepreneurs from 20 countries.
More than 35 years of experience in the areas of design and management of
innovation in diverse industries such as communication, TV / Shows, entertainment,
metalworking, plastic and automotive
Invest Price, Argentina, 1999.
Selected by Invest Pymes Program for a business round in the Buenos Aires Stock
Market, 1999.
Selected Small Company (Pyme) to travel along with Presidential entourage on an
official trip to Spain, 2000.
Selected for Innovar National Price from Argentinean Science, Technology and
Productive Innovation Ministry (Mincyt) 2006-2011.
Declared as a Success Case by Fontar Program of the Mincyt.
Innovar National Price 2009, Honorable Mention for his recreational sports vehicle
Nach One.
Innovar National Price 2010, Honorable Mention for his vehicle Buggy Boogie.
Declared as one of 100 greatest achievements of the History of Argentine Industry for
competition vehicle Nach One, 2012.
Developed from scratch, since 2008, many vehicle platforms: electric, sport,
recreational, city car, taxi, etc.
Produced first pre-serial of 4 electric vehicles of Latin America for Tecnopolis (Science,
Art and Technology Fair), 2011.
TedX Speaker, La Falda, Córdoba, 2012.
TedX Speaker, Rosario: “A window to the future”, Santa Fe, 2014.
Vehicles exhibited at Buenos Aires International Auto Show, 2007, 2011, 2013.
Exhibitor at Electric Vehicle Symposium and Exhibition EVS26, Los Angeles, California,
2012.
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Company selected by the Department of Commerce in Washington DC through Select
USA program, 2012.
Company supported by Governor’s Office of Business and Economic Development
(GO-Biz), 2012.
Bondi transport system, selected on final stage of Hyperloop Project crowdsourcing by
Marco Villa (former director of mission operations at SpaceX), 2013.
Finalist on Spark Awards on Transport category, 2013.
Project incubated by the Venture Lab of University of California Merced, 2015.
Steve Wozniak (Apple) co-speaker at ExpoInternet LA, Buenos Aires, Argentina, 2015.
Associated to California Lithium Battery (USA), 2012 and KAM Energy (China), 2016
both working with latest technology on Lithium batteries, with high energy density
Signed agreement with Giant Motors Latin America (Carlos Slim) for Electric Vehicles
assembly in Mexico, 2017.
Signed agreement with National Autonomous University of Mexico (UNAM) to develop
electric mobility pilot programs, 2017.
Semifinalist on Global Automotive and Mobility Innovation Challenge (Gamic) in
Detroit, representing Sillicon Valley, 2018.
Signed agreement with The Energy Coalition of California to provide intelligent
transport systems to 700 disadvantaged communities in the state, 2018.
In February 2018, he was one of the Semi-Finalists of the 10th Annual Global
Automotive & Mobility Innovation Challenge (GAMIC). https://gamicevent.org/
Eduardo Javier Muñoz, CEO, EVShare.
Eduardo was born in Argentina, lived 10 years in
Brazil and has worked on projects in the United
States since 2012. He is currently the CEO of
ArqBravo Group and EVShare.
Over the past 23 years, Eduardo has worked with
International business in the areas of integration of
complex value chains, product development, import
export, supply chain operations and business
consulting. He has worked with businesses in Brazil,
Argentina, US and internationally. In the last seven
years he has developed an impressive career working
with ArqBravo Group (Bravo Motor Company), a sustainable mobility innovation
company. Eduardo has been responsible for leading its success in the US and with
integrating technology companies from all around the world to work on solutions for
sustainable transportation, energy storage,
Renewable Energy sources application and communications. As the company's CEO,
Eduardo is in charge of establishing operations, strategic alliances, and articulating
efforts with private and governmental institutions to create solutions to complex
problems.
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Specialties: Strategic view, lateral thinking, International Business, negotiation,
logistics, product development.
Filipe Alves Moura, Chief Technology Officer,
EVShare
Filipe is a creative, innovative technologist, with
nearly twenty years experience - from Telefonica's
R&D department, through Financial solutions in
London to founding Brazil's first crowdfunded
company and managing technology for one of the
world's leading activist organisations. He is
experienced in the full cycle of product development,
from leading the ideation, through the technical
development, strategy, and launch of innovative
products.
Anuj Khanna, Peak State, London
Anuj Khanna is a highly respected Fintech industry expert in crypto currencies and has
developed relationships with large communities of Blockchain, crypto and ICO
investors. Anuj Khanna is the CEO of London based Peak State Consulting and is an
advisory board member for leading tech companies. Anuj works with global Private
Equity and VC firms advising them about their investment strategy in the tech sector.
Ashish Gianani, Gibraltar
Ashish is a chartered investment manager with 18 years experience at top-tier banks
and asset managers in the UK and in Asia. He has been actively involved with
innovative startups, venture capital and was part of the successful ICO for Ignite
Ratings (IGNT). Ashish is skilled in dealing with the cornerstone investors, banks, legal
partners and regulatory bodies.
Diego Gutierrez Zaldivar, RSK
Diego is the Chief Executive Officer at Rootstock Smart Contracts (RSK), President of
Bitcoin Latin America NGO, and Founder and President of Koibanx, The Future of
Investments.
Xiao Chen Zhang, FinTech4Good, Blockchain Frontier Group
Xiaochen leads the design and implementation of strategy for FinTech4Good and
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Blockchain Frontier Group which aims to introduce cutting-edge fintech and
Blockchain solutions to emerging markets through incubation, acceleration and
investment. He brings more than 16 years of thought leadership and global experience
to build impactful solutions and scale up innovative ideas in North America, Africa,
Latin America, Europe and Asia.
Rayan Goutay, Lexbyte
Rayan is a regulatory and corporate advisor with extensive international experience
advising large well-known institutions and regulators on compliance, operating
procedures and business practices. He leverages his unique combination of multijurisdictional legal knowledge and business acumen to drive success, along with
research and analysis of new financial regulations and technology solutions to devise
high-impact strategies to mitigate risk.
Hicham Errafass, Lexbyte
Hicham is a private equity and corporate finance professional and advisor for
Blockchain and fintech startups. He is a seasoned professional with vast experience on
the European mid-market and a corporate advisor supporting the development of a
range of ventures in the fintech and Blockchain space.
Jay Best, LexByte
Dr. Jay Best is an expert in crypto-payments, ICOs and decentralized applications,
platforms, marketplaces, services and exchanges. He was named “Top Crypto
Strategist” in the UK, is a seasoned board advisor who has pioneered decentralized
systems and deep learning at MIT. He is a lecturer, impact investor and advisor in the
crypto space.
Felipe Cano, CEO, ReThink Energy
Felipe is the CEO of ReThink Energy, Inc. which uses data, sensors, IoT protocols and
smart energy networks to develop the smart cities of the future. He is also a strategic
partner for ICO Advisory Services, a professional services managing consulting firm
with a global group of ICO advisors for cryptocurrency and ICOs.
Gustavo Occhiuzzo, CEO, GreenCommuter
Green Commuter is a zero-emission vehicle vanpool and car sharing service that is
reshaping how Californians commute while offering mobility options through the car
share component of the system. An entrepreneur since the age of 18, he has vast
management and strategic planning skills.
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Philip Roberts, CEO, California Lithium Battery
Phillip is the Chief Executive Officer and co-founder of California Lithium Battery Inc.
He has co-founded three other small businesses over the past 20 years, including Ionex
Energy Storage Systems, Inc., Extengine, and Olson-Ecologic Engine Testing
Laboratories. Phil has over 25 years successful management experience in major
corporations and as a cleantech product inventor and small business owner.
Arnaud Saint-Paul, Conscious Technologist
Recipient of 11 Innovation Honors and Awards, Arnaud inspires businesses and
individuals around the world by helping them reach their highest potential. Using the
HealThruWords® method, his inspirational work has touched the lives of more than 50
million people directly to infuse positive energy into people’s lives and inspire them to
act, create, and simply lead more fulfilled lives. As a visionary and technologist,
Arnaud has been awarded for many outstanding achievements in innovations,
technology, and methodology.
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Our accountability with your
contributions
The team behind EVShare has 10 years of experience in crowdsourcing and
crowdfunding providing accountability and transparency to community members. We
already have a vibrant, committed, engaged team of Participants who we
communicate with consistently.
We will provide daily updates through technology (Telegram, Facebook, Twitter, email
newsletter, Medium blog and social media), and Blockchain. We believe in complete
transparency and open communication.

Endorsements from EVShare
Participants
EVShare has been funded initially through $9 million raised in
private crowdfunding with 700 participants worldwide.
We communicate daily and transparently with participants via social media channels. A
few accolades from current participants:
“With EVShare, I can participate in one of the most important sustainable mobility
projects in the entire planet...I am convinced that cars in the future will be electric,
autonomous, and shared. I invite you to be part of this important project.”
~ Diego Gettig, Rosario, Argentina
“I am very excited to be part of this great project that will benefit the environment and
people. I believe that EVShare will achieve its objectives and be successful under its
excellent management team.”
~ Leonardo Saladino, Buenos Aires, Argentina
“It is an honor for me to belong to a team with the vision, values, capacity and talent
that this EVShare group has. I fully trust them. I know there is a new way of creating
sustainable mobility. I invite you to be part of this change.”
~ Alejandra Chabrier, Mendoza, Patagonia Argentina
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“Trust is the word that comes to my mind when I think about the team that leads
EVShare. I am convinced of what we can achieve: A chance to save our lives and the
lives of our children. I hope many of you can join us in this important project.”
~ Augusto Erbin, Buenos Aires. Argentina.
“With EVShare, I see a talented management team led by Miguel Angel Bravo and

Eduardo Muñoz. I strongly believe that this project has great potential...We welcome
your participation.”
~ Federico Almasia, Buenos Aires. Argentina.
“Together with my family, we are among the 650 members who are part of this

management group. We fully trust Miguel Angel Bravo and his entire team. This
project will contribute so much to the world in terms of technology and sustainability.”
~ Matias Wainer, Buenos Aires. Argentina.
“I believe the EVShare project will have a tremendous impact on the world due to the

way in which it addresses issues that have great influence on our lives. This project is
very impressive and I am happy to be part of it.”
~ Sergio Teper, Buenos Aires. Argentina.
“The windmills in my community make us aware of the change in the way we generate
energy and the consequent revolution in transportation...I invite you to be part of this
revolution to save the planet.”
~ Gustavo Labombarda, Rosario. Argentina.
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EVShare Foundation
EVShare Foundation is based in Curação and has an operative APP headquarters in
Gibraltar. Each local infrastructure is owned and controlled by each local entity and
managed on behalf of the participants, who are included in decisions over the use,
pricing, growth fee and allocation of funds for developing new branches all around the
world.
EVShare will provide solutions at cost defined by the community, to be reinvested
100%, to grow existing locations and create infrastructure in new communities.

Conclusion
We invite the community to participate in this opportunity to transform transportation
and clean energy.
Together we can create a more energy-efficient transportation and renewable
energy system and leave a greener world for our children.
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locations throughout the state. PG&E will spend another $22 million building 234 DC fast-charging
stations at around 50 different sites throughout the state.
[5] According to a study published March 25th, 2013 by Schneider Electric, (&) power losses in oldfashioned hardwired energy transmission can range from 8-20%. Other specialists talk about even twice
that loss in overall transportation from generation plants to end use.

Disclaimer
This White Paper and any other documents published in association with it including the related token
sale terms and conditions (the Documents) relate to a potential token (Token) offering to persons
(contributors) in respect of the intended development and use of the network by various participants. The
Documents do not constitute an offer of securities or a promotion, invitation or solicitation for
investment purposes. The Documents are not intended to be a financial services offering document or a
prospectus. The token offering involves and relates to the development and use of experimental
software and technologies that may not come to fruition or achieve the objectives specified in this White
Paper. The purchase of Tokens represents a high risk to any contributor. Tokens do not represent equity,
shares, units, royalties or rights to capital, profit or income in the network or software or in the Token
issuing entity or any other entity or intellectual property associated with the network or any other public
or private enterprise, corporation, foundation or other entity in any jurisdiction. The Token is not
therefore intended to represent a security or similar legal interest.
The purchase of Tokens involves significant risks and prior to purchasing them, you should carefully assess
and take into account the potential risks including those described in the Documents and on our website.
Although there may be speculation on the value of the Tokens, we disclaim any liability for the use of
Tokens in this manner. A market in the Tokens may not emerge and there is no guarantee of liquidity in
the trading of the Tokens nor that any markets will accept them for trading.
This White Paper describes a future project and contains forward-looking statements that are based on
our beliefs and assumptions at the present time. The project envisaged in this White Paper is under
development and being constantly updated and accordingly, if and when the project is completed, it may
differ significantly from the project set out in this white paper. No representation or warranty is given as
to the achievement or reasonableness of any plans, future projections or prospects and nothing in the
Documents is or should be relied upon as a promise or representation as to the future.
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